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Motivation 

•  Definition of a safe asset: 
-  Information insensitive (Gorton and Pennacchi, 1990) 
-  Immune to adverse selection concerns 
-  Good store of value and collateral 
-  Non-pecuniary benefit → interest rate < risk-free rate [safety 

premium] 
-  Main example: Treasuries 

•  Shortage of safe assets worldwide? 
-  Booming demand: Savings in emerging economies + collateral 

needs 
-  Supply does not increase equally fast 
-  Shortage → Global imbalances, low interest rates (Caballero, 2006) 

•  Privately issued safe assets to the rescue? 
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Literature on safe assets 

•  Theoretical studies: 
-  Demand for safety arises from information asymmetry about assets’ quality 
-  Substitution between public and private assets (Holmstrom and Tirole, 1998) 
-  Private assets and financial stability (Stein, 2012) 

•  Empirical studies: 
-  Government safe assets (Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2012;  

Greenwood, Hanson and Stein, 2015, 2016)  
-  Share of safe assets (Gorton et al., 2012) 
-  Aggregate quantities of private safe assets (Carlson et al., 2014; 

Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen, 2015; Sunderam, 2015) 

•  Our paper: 
(1)  Measures directly safety premia in private assets   
(2)  Micro-foundation of the supply and demand for private safe assets 
(3)  Causally identifies determinants of their production 
(4)  Studies c-x and t-s variation in private safety 
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Our data 
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•  Certificates of Deposit (CD) issued by banks [2008-2014] 
-  Short-term debt security, up to one year maturity (see distribution) 
-  Unsecured 
-  Euro-denominated CD issued in Europe (around 80%) 
-  Around 1/3 of wholesale funding, and 9% of total liabilities 
-  Purchased by money market funds 
 

-  1,360,272 issue-day observations for 271 financial institutions 
-  Volume and issuer-level information 
-  Prices by maturity-rating buckets 
 

•  Commercial Paper (CP) issued by non-financial firms  

•  T-bills 
-  Issued by the French Government, the largest issuer of T-Bill in the 

Eurozone, only major issuer to issue one-month T-bills 
-  1,141 weekly T-bill auction results (Bid-to-Cover ratio) 
-  Similar data for Germany, Italy, and Spain 



Distribution of CD maturity 
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Issuers 
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Summary statistics on issuers 
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CDs vs. T-bills 
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Short-term CDs 
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Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1. Privately issued assets can benefit from a 
safety premium. This safety premium decreases with 
maturity 
 
Hypothesis 2. A higher demand for safety is associated with 
a higher issuance of private safe assets 
 
Hypothesis 3. The private sector no longer supplies 
substitutes for public safe assets when aggregate market 
stress is high 
 
Hypothesis 4. Private issuers with high credit quality are 
better able to produce safe assets 
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Hypothesis 1: Safe asset prices 
•  Denote by     the safety premium of a given asset: 

          on T-bills:                           on CDs: 

•  Risk-free rate (     ): Overnight interest-rate swap (Eonia) 
European equivalent of the Overnight Indexed Swap (OIS) 
rate used by Sunderam (2015) 
-  Fully collateralized → no credit risk 
-  Cannot be used as collateral → no non-pecuniary 

benefit 
-  Very liquid → no liquidity premium 

•  Robustness check: we compute        as the difference 
between the one-month T-bill rate and the rate predicted 
by the term-structure model by Gürkaynak et al. (2007) 
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Safety premium on CDs and T-bills 

•  Term-structure of safety premium 
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Discontinuity in the term-structure 
 of safety premium of CDs 
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Hypothesis 2: Substitution effect 

•  Private production of safe assets depends on demand for safety: 

 

•  These relationships have been previously postulated in empirical studies 
and can be used to test Hypothesis 2 (under substitution effect) 

•  D<0 

•  F<0 
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Identification using restrictions 

•  Structural system of demand and supply of safe assets 

•  Economically motivated identification restrictions: 

•  (R1)-(R2): Supply of public assets is independent of SP on TB and CD 

•  (R3): Supply of CDs is independent of SP on TB (segmentation) 

•  (R4): Demand for TB is independent of SP on CDs (priority rule) 

(R1) (R2) 

(R4) 

(R3) 

TB 

CD 
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Hypothesis 2: Empirical results 
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Hypothesis 2: Empirical results 
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Identification using an IV 
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Identification using an IV (2) 
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BTC as a measure of safety demand 
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•  Demand for Treasuries builds up prior to auctions (Monday afternoon) 



BTC and money market fund flows 
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•  Demand for Treasuries related to money market fund flows 



Identification using an IV 
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Auxiliary tests 
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Consistent evidence that supports the idea that CD issuers 
cater to the excess of demand for safe assets 

•  Maturity of new CDs 
-  Reduction in the maturity of new CDs when T-bills supply drops 

•  Non-financial commercial paper, CPs 
-  Short-maturity CPs (non-financials) enjoy a safety premium but 

investors do not consider them as a substitute for T-bills 

•  International evidence  
-  Safety premium on German TBs but risk premium on Italian and 

Spanish TBs 
-  Our results hold if we include German T-bills in the definition of 
-  But they vanish if we use the supply of Italian and Spanish TBs 

instead  



Private issuers cater to safety (maturity) 
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Evidence from CP market 

Term-structure of safety premium 
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External validity - Germany 
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External validity - Italy & Spain 
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International data 
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Time series and the cross-section 
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Testing Hypotheses 3 and 4 
 
Are private assets always considered safe? 
 
Do individual firms’ balance sheets affect the substitution 
effect between public and private assets? 



CDs not considered as substitutes  
to TBs when markets are stressed 

Time series 
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High-quality issuers cater to the  
safety demand from investors 
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Cross-section 



High-quality issuers cater to the  
safety demand from investors 
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Cross-section 



Conclusion 

•  Privately issued debt securities can benefit from a safety 
premium, even when uncollateralized, but only if their 
maturity remains very short 

•  The private sector produces more safe assets when the 
demand for safety goes up 

•  The private production of safe assets breaks down in 
times of market stress 

•  High-quality issuers are more likely to provide safe assets 

•  Banks' liabilities grow. Externality to correct? (Stein, 2012) 
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